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Introduction

Adult periodontitis is the most prevalent type of periodontitis. In many

cases it is first detected clinically sometime after age 30 (Listgarten,

1986). Bacteria or bacterial plaque is widely accepted as the primary

etiologic factor initiating inflammatory periodontal diseases (Christersson,

1989, Moore, 1987 & Slots, 1984). The general goal of periodontal

therapy therefore, is to limit the bacterial infection occurring in the oral

cavity through initial debridement, improving the patient's at home oral

care, and timely supportive periodontal therapy (Loe 1965). Most often,

this conventional therapy results in an improvement of the patient's

gingival health and a reduction in inflammation (Axelsson, 1981&

Ramfjord, 1987).

In some cases, however, treatment of advanced periodontal disease can be

frustrating when the periodontal tissues continue to deteriorate, despite

appropriate therapy (Hirschfeld, 1978 & Goldman, 1986). In advanced

periodontitis it has been observed that there is commonly a chronic state

in which healing is impaired (Socransky, 1984 & Goodson, 1986). The

cause of this abnormality is not clearly understood. It is possible that
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there may be some unidentified cellular derangement or systemic

imperfection responsible for the alteration in one's ability to fight infection

or to heal wounds efficiently. In some cases of aggressive periodontitis,

studies have indicated leukocyte deficiencies in the diseased gingiva

(Murray PA, 1980, Newman HN, 19822 & Genco, 1986). However, it is

not well documented how these deficiencies directly influence gingival

repair. The working hypothesis of this project is that the chronic

inflammatory process that occurs in periodontal disease, may cause small

breaks in cellular DNA, creating cells which are defective in normal

cellular functions.

One major characteristic of inflammation is the continued presence of

oxygen free radicals, which are generated by inflammatory cells and

normally facilitate wound repair (Hunt, 1986). It is known that in the

presence of chronic inflammation, irritants such as superoxide radicals

(O2), hydroxyl radicals (OH), and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) can cause

small breaks in cellular DNA (Brawn, 1981 & Leska, 1980). Important

DNA repair enzymes, such as DNA polymerase, poly (ADP-ribose)

synthetase (PADPRS), and DNA ligase enable the cell to quickly repair



these breaks and restore normal function (Ueda, 1985 & Athaus, 1987).

In mammalian cells, DNA repair is dependent upon the synthesis of

poly(ADP-ribose) at the ends of breaks in the DNA, a reaction catalyzed

by PADPRS (Althaus, 1987). An increase in single stranded DNA breaks

in cells, originating from diseased sites, would normally be accompanied

by an increase in PADPRS activity (Benjamin, 1980). In previous

studies, fibroblasts derived from chronically inflamed gingival tissue, had

more breaks present in their DNA, as compared to 'healthy' gingival

fibroblasts (Ghani, 1996). However, while injury to 'healthy' fibroblasts,

causing an increase in DNA breaks, was accompanied by an increase in

PADPRS activity, an increase in DNA breaks in the 'diseased' fibroblasts,

was, surprisingly, associated with a decrease in PADPRS activity. The

decrease in PADPRS activity in that study was positively correlated with

the level of disease (Tables 1 & 2) (Ghani, 1996), as evaluated using

clinical indices such as, gingival index (GI), plaque index (Pll), probing

pocket depth (PD) and bleeding tendency (BT) (Loe & Silness 1963).

In studies evaluating DNA damage, breaks in DNA are induced by



exposing cells to H2O2. Fibroblasts, originating from healthy gingiva,

experience an increase in DNA damage, along with an increase in

PADPRS activity, following H2O, exposure, perhaps an indication of an

active repair process (Hussain 1986). However, similar studies show that

further injury to 'periodontitis' fibroblasts using H2O2, is not accompanied

with an increase in PADPRS activity (Hussain 1986). These in vitro

studies suggest that fibroblasts grown from periodontitis gingiva may be

unable to respond appropriately to cellular injury and may have decreased

DNA repair capability.

It has been hypothesized that, in some patients, chronic gingival

inflammation may create defecttive cell populations lacking the ability to

effectively repair DNA damage and restore normal cellular function (Ko,

1977 & McColloch, 1991). Quantitative changes have been noted in

collagen production measured in biopsied tissue from inflamed gingiva, as

compared to biopsies taken from healthy gingiva. Differences were also

found in the collagen synthesis of fibroblast cultures grown from 'healthy'

and 'inflamed' gingival biopsies (Narayanan, 1983 & McColloch, 1991).

The abnormal collagen synthesis, by 'diseased-site' fibroblasts, suggest that



an inherent biochemical defect affecting collagen synthesis is developed in

chronic, inflammatory periodontal disease.

Based on the concept that chronic inflammation may create a subset of

cells deficient in normal cellular functions, one aim of this study was to

test the hypothesis that fibroblast subpopulations, exhibiting little or no

PADPRS activity, could be isolated from generalized, advanced, adult

periodontitis tissue, by serial dilution, and be maintained in cell culture.

The first step would be to measure PADPRS activity within these

fibroblast subpopulations. The next step would be to measure the

presence of breaks within the cellular DNA, and compare it to that found

in subpopulations, isolated similarly, from fibroblasts grown from 'healthy'

gingiva. Following the assumption that the accumulation of DNA damage

may slow the cell's ability to replicate (see discussion, pg. 28), cell

proliferation, in the presence of potentially injurious agents, likely to be

found in the gingival cell's environment, in vivo, namely hydrogen

peroxide (H2O2), Porphyromonas gingivalis (PG) conditioned medium, and

hydrogen sulfide (H.S) gas would be studied. Once the effect on cell

proliferation was identified, the more labor intensive, DNA break analysis



would be performed to further characterize these fibroblast

subpopulations.



Materials and Methods

Gingival Tissue Biopsies

Gingival tissue biopsies were obtained from 5 patients diagnosed with

gingival health, during first premolar and third molar extractions, and

from 5 patients diagnosed with generalized, advanced, adult periodontitis

during extraction of hopeless teeth, and resective, periodontal surgery

procedures. The gingival samples were from the gingival margins and

interproximal papilla areas of the extracted teeth, and of that tissue

resected during periodontal surgery. All surgical procedures were

performed under local anesthetic and the biopsy tissue was rinsed twice in

normal saline solution and then stored, refrigerated, in Dulbecco's

modified eagle's medium (DMEM), up to 6 hours prior to tissue culture

preparation.

Criteria for patient selection

The age of the periodontally healthy patients ranged from 15 to 19 and

the ages for patients with generalized, advanced, adult periodontitis ranged

from 52-65. All patients were in good health, had non-contributory



medical histories and no allergies. Patients with gingival health had firm,

pink gingiva, had a recent dental prophylaxis within 1-2 months prior to

extractions, had good oral hygiene, had probing pocket depths from 1 to 4

mm, exhibited no periodontal attachment loss, and demonstrated no

bleeding on gentle probing. Patients diagnosed with generalized,

advanced, adult periodontitis (GAAP) exhibited puffy, red or reddish blue

gingiva, had a history of scaling and root planing performed by a

postgraduate periodontal resident, dental student or previous dentist, had

evidence of bacterial plaque and supragingival calculus, had probing

pocket depths from 3 to 13 mm, exhibited at least 50% periodontal

attachment loss around each remaining tooth, and experienced a mild to

moderate degree of bleeding on probing (GI = 1-2). Age matching

between the 'healthy' and 'periodontitis' patients was not attempted, due to

the difficulty in finding patients, considered to have a 'healthy'

periodontium, aged 52-65, and undergoing oral surgery procedures where

gingival samples would be discarded.

Gingival Indices

Probing pocket depth (PD) was determined using a color coded, Marquis



manual probe, measuring from the gingival margin to the base of the

pocket, rounding up to the nearest l mm, at 6 points around each tooth.

Attachment loss (AL) was determined by measuring from the cemento

enamel junction (CEJ) to the base of the pocket, using a color coded,

Marquis manual probe, at 6 points around each tooth. The gingival index

(GI) was determined as follows:

0 = absence of inflammation

1 = mild inflammation, with a slight change in color and little

change in texture

2 = moderate inflammation, with moderate tissue glazing,

redness, edema and hypertrophy, with bleeding on pressure

3 = severe inflammation, with marked redness and hypertrophy

and a tendency for spontaneous bleeding and ulceration.

Tissue Culture

Each gingival biopsy was minced with scissors and placed in a 35 mm

culture plate, under a glass coverslip, with 1.0 ml Dulbecco's modified

eagle's medium (DMEM) culture medium, containing 10% fetal calf

serum, supplemented with a mixture of antibiotics (60 pg/ml Penicillin G.



100 pg/ml Streptomycin, 76 pg/ml Neomycin, 2.5 pg/ml Amphotericin

and 300 pg/ml L-glutamine). The cells were maintained in a humidified,

5% CO2-95% air incubator at 37°C. Once the fibroblasts had grown to

confluence, cells were harvested by a brief 0.2% trypsin exposure and

transferred to two 60 mm culture dishes for further growth (passage 1,

P1). One confluent 60 mm dish was used for measuring PADPRS activity

and the other was used for generating fibroblast subpopulations (fig. 1).

Generation of Subpopulations

Cells from the 'parent' fibroblast culture in 60 mm dishes were harvested

by a brief 0.2% trypsin exposure, suspended in 5 ml DMEM growth

medium, and the cell concentration was determined using an automated

cell counter (Coulter counter). Subpopulations were generated by seeding

approximately 30 cells per well, within a 24 well microtitre plate and

allowed to grow to confluence (P2). Once the cultures became confluent,

cells within each well of the microtitre plate were harvested by brief 0.2%

trypsin exposure and each subpopulation culture was divided in half

between corresponding wells of 2 microtitre plates (24 well) (P3). One

100 mm plate containing the 'parent' culture (P1) from 'healthy' and
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'GAAP' gingiva, along with their corresponding subpopulation cultures

(P2) in the 24 well microtitre plates were rinsed with Ca" and Mg" free

PBS buffer, scraped from the dish or well and pulverized in a glass

homogenizer, each separately, with 1M Tris (pH=7. 5), containing 0.05%

Trigon X-100 and 2 pg/ml dithiothreitol (DTT). The use of Trigon X

100 in the homogenizing buffer ensured the maximal extraction of the

enzyme from cells (Skidmore J. 1985) in preparation for PADPRS activity

determination. The 24 subpopulation cultures contained in the second

microtitre plate were trypsinized (0.2%), harvested in 5 ml DMEM, and

cultures from each well were transferred to 60 mm culture dishes for

further passaging (P4). Once the subpopulations in the 60 mm plates had

grown to confluence, the cells were trypsinized and split into two 100 mm

plates in 10 ml DMEM (P5). Cells were maintained in a humidified, 5%

CO,-95% air incubator at 37°C.

PADPRS Activity Determination

PADPRS activity was determined by following the incorporation of

radiolabeled "C-NAD+ into an acid insoluble precipitate. A reaction mix

of 100 p. 1 of cell homogenate and 100 pil reaction cocktail (50mM

11



Tris-HCL (pH=7. 5), m MgCl2, 10mM NaF, 3m M 3', 5'-cAMP, 10 pig

DNA and 96 p.m. “NAD') was made on ice, vortexed and incubated at

37°C for 10 minutes. The reaction was stopped by adding 3 ml 10%

trichloroacetic acid (TCA), the samples were placed on ice and the acid

insoluble precipitate was collected by vacumn filtering through Millipore

filters (0.45 pm pore size) and washed 4 times to remove any acid

insoluble radioactivity. The filters were placed in scintillation vials with

15 ml Beckman Ready Gel solution and radioactivity levels were

determined. The specific PADPRS activity is expressed as disintegrations

per minute (DPM) per micrograms (pig) total protein.

Total Protein Determination

The total protein of the tissue homogenates was determined using the

Biorad protein microassay. 10-20 p. 1 of tissue homogenate and 780–790

pil distilled water (sample volume of 0.8 ml), was mixed with 200 pil

Biorad reagent (total reaction volume of 1 ml), vortexed, and the resulting

color change was read using a spectrophotometer set at a wavelength of

595 nm. Total protein was determined by extrapolating from

measurements of bovine serum albumin standards.

12



DNA Isolation

Confluent cultures from 10, 100 mm plates, were harvested with

phosphate buffered saline (PBS). The DNA was isolated by

phenol/chloroform extraction following RNAse and proteinase K treatment

at 37°C for 30 minutes. The DNA was precipitated with the addition of

2.5 ml of cold 95% ethanol at 4°C. Precipitation was repeated 3 times.

Purity of the DNA was assessed by spectrophotometric analysis at

260/280 ratio and agarose gel.

Determination of Single Strand Breaks in the DNA

The breaks in DNA were measured by assessing the incorporation of

radiolabeled phosphate from *P-ATP in the presence of T4 polynucleotide

kinase (T4PK) (Boehringer Mannheim) following the removal of

endogenous phosphate by alkaline phosphatase. The DNA was treated

with alkaline phosphatase (Boehringer Mannheim) 0.5 units per 1.6 pig

DNA and the DNA was recovered by phenol/chloroform extraction, as

mentioned above. The DNA was dialyzed in Tris-HCL (pH=7.5), 10 mM

MgCl and 10 mM KCL overnight and was then treated with T4PK, 1 unit

per fig DNA, and *P-YATP at 37°C for 30 minutes. Breaks in the DNA

13



strands were assessed following the isolation of DNA by

phenol/chloroform extraction and by counting the radioactivity present.

Cell Proliferation

Six to eight, confluent, 100 mm plates of each culture ("healthy"

fibroblasts, "GAAP" fibroblasts and "GAAP" fibroblast subpopulations

were washed twice with room temperature, Ca" and Mg" free, PBS

buffer, trypsinized (0.2%) and incubated for 5 to 20 minutes at 37°C.

Cells in each plate were suspended in 5 ml DMEM culture medium and

cells from each culture were collected in a 60 ml tissue culture tube. One

ml of each cell suspension was used to determine the cell concentration

using an automated cell counter. Once the cell concentration was

determined one million cells were seeded into each of 12, 60 mm plates

and placed in a 37°C tissue culture incubator. At 12, 24, 48 and 144 hour

time points, 3, 60 mm plates were removed, washed twice with room

temperature, Ca" and Mg" free, PBS buffer, trypsinized (0.22%), and

incubated for 5 to 20 minuets at 37°C. Cells were suspended in 3 ml

Ca" and Mg" free, PBS buffer and the total cell number for each plate

was determined, using an automated cell counter, and an average cell

14



number for each culture was determined.

H2O, Challenge

Six to eight, confluent, 100 mm plates of each culture ("healthy"

fibroblasts, "GAAP" fibroblasts, and "GAAP" fibroblast subpopulations)

were trypsinized and cell concentration was determined as mentioned

previously. Half a million cells of each cell line were seeded into each of

9, 60 mm, plates. 3 plates from each of the 3 cell cultures received: 1)

distilled H2O with no H.O., 2) 0.5 mM H2O, or 3) 2 mM H2O2. Total

cell number was determined for each cell line, in triplicate, 12, 24 and 48

hours, following the administration of H2O2 to the test cultures, using an

automated cell counter.

Porphyromonas gingivalis conditioned Media Challenge

Six to eight, confluent, 100 mm plates of each culture ("healthy"

fibroblasts, "GAAP" fibroblasts, and "GAAP" fibroblast subpopulations)

were trypsinized and cell concentration was determined as mentioned

above. Half a million cells of each cell line were seeded into each of 9,

60 mm, plates. 3 plates from each of the 3 cell cultures received:

15



1) unconditioned bacterial culture medium 2) 1% PG conditioned medium

or 3) 10% PG conditioned medium. Total cell number was determined for

each culture, in triplicate, 12, 24 and 48 hours following the

administration of PG conditioned medium to the test cultures, using an

automated cell counter.

Hydrogen Sulphide Chamber

Six to eights confluent, 100 mm plates of each of the 3 fibroblast cultures

(healthy, GAAP, and GAAP subpopulations) were trypsinized (0.2%) and

cell concentration was determined as above. One million cells were

seeded into each of 6, 60 mm, plates for each fibroblast culture. Cells

were allowed to stick to culture dishes for 12 hours (recommended

protocol, Johnson, 1992). After 12 hours incubation, 3 plates from each

of the 3 cell cultures were placed either in a humidified 5% CO2-95% air

incubator at 37°C, or within a sealed chamber, with a calibrated

permeation tube, emitting a fixed concentration of H2S gas to the air

mixture perfusing the tissue cultures, within a humidified 5% CO2-95% air

incubator at 37°C. The air/CO, atmosphere was admixed with 10 ng of

H.S per ml of air/CO, mixture. 600 ml reservoirs inserted into teflon lines

16



leading to the H2S chamber allowed equilibration of the gases at 37°C

prior to entry into the chamber, limiting adverse effects on cell

metabolism, related to temperature. Petri dishes containing sterile distilled

water were placed on the bottom of the chamber to humidify gases and

reduce evaporation of the media. Chromatographically pure H2S

permeation tube standards were obtained from Analytical Instrument

Development Inc., Avondale, PA. Tile flow rate for the gas was 60

ml/minute. Total cell number was determined for each cell culture, in

triplicate, 12, 24 and 48 hours following the exposure of the test cells to

H2S, using an automated cell counter.

17



Results

PADPRS Activity of Gingival Fibroblasts

'Parent' fibroblast cultures were grown from 5 healthy and 5 GAAP

gingival samples and PADPRS activity was determined for each of these

cultures. As shown in Table 3, 'parent' fibroblast cultures, grown from

healthy gingiva, exhibited PADPRS activity that was approximately eight

fold higher than cultures, grown from GAAP gingiva.

PADPRS Activity of Gingival Fibroblast Subpopulations

Twenty-four fibroblast, subpopulations (cell lines) were isolated from each

of the healthy and GAAP 'parent' fibroblast cultures. In each case, greater

than 50% of the fibroblast subpopulations, isolated from GAAP cultures,

failed to express detectable levels of PADPRS activity and the rest

exhibited very low levels of activity (representative data shown in Table

4). However, the PADPRS activity levels for the healthy fibroblast

subpopulations, exhibited appreciable enzyme activity levels in all 24

subcultures (representative data shown in Table 4).

18



Due to the time constraints placed on this project, one, representative,

'healthy' subpopulation culture and one 'GAAP' subpopulation culture was

selected to perform further characterization studies. Therefore, PADPRS

activity data for only this family of healthy and GAAP fibroblast

subpopulation cultures, with their corresponding 'parent' cultures is shown

in Table 4. This data is considered representative of the data not included

in this report. PADPRS activity levels for 'parent' fibroblast cultures

grown from one explant of healthy gingival tissue and from one explant

of GAAP gingival tissue is shown at the bottom of Table 4. In

comparing these two cell cultures, the 'parent', healthy fibroblast culture

expressed approximately fifteen times more PADPRS activity than the

'parent', GAAP fibroblast culture. The fibroblast subpopulations derived

from GAAP gingival fibroblasts exhibited no detectable enzyme activity

in 17 of the 24 subpopulation cultures. In comparison, all 24

subpopulations grown from healthy gingival fibroblasts exhibited

appreciable levels of PADPRS activity (Table 4). Although most GAAP

fibroblast subpopulations displayed no detectable PADPRS activity, they

appeared to grow successfully in subsequent subcultures and no apparent

morphological differences as compared to the 'healthy' fibroblasts were

19



observed. Unfortunately, photos of the cell cultures are not available for

this report.

Measurement of DNA Breaks

Breaks in the DNA were determined through *P incorporation into DNA,

following the removal of endogenous phosphate by alkaline phosphatase

treatment. The number of DNA breaks was approximately three times

higher in fibroblast subcultures isolated from GAAP gingiva as compared

to fibroblast subcultures isolated from healthy gingival fibroblasts (Table

5 & Fig. 2). Due to the lack of time, analysis of DNA breaks in healthy

and GAAP subpopulation cultures, before and after exposure to H2O2, PG

conditioned medium and H2S, was not completed in time for this report.

Cell Proliferation

Fibroblasts grown from healthy gingiva, fibroblasts grown from GAAP

gingiva, and fibroblast subpopulations derived from healthy gingiva, all

exhibited a similar rate of cell proliferation (Fig. 3). However, the

proliferative rate of the GAAP subpopulation fibroblasts, with no

detectable PADPRS activity, was sluggish compared to the other

20



fibroblast cultures (Fig. 3). Despite their slower growth rate, visually, the

GAAP subpopulation fibroblasts appeared normal, displaying no apparent

morphological differences as compared to"healthy" fibroblasts.

Unfortunately, photos of the cell cultures are not available for this report.

Cell Proliferation Challenged by H.O.,

Proliferation of fibroblasts of healthy gingiva exposed to 0.5 and 2 mM

H2O, was similar to control for the first 24 hours, but at 48 hours cells in

the control culture continued to proliferate while cells exposed to 0.5 mM

and 2 mM H.O., did not (Fig. 4). Similarly, GAAP fibroblast and GAAP

fibroblast subpopulation cultures failed to proliferate, at the same rate as

the 'control' cultures, in the presence of 0.5 mM and 2 mM H2O, (Fig. 5

6). H2O, at 2 mM concentration appeared to affect initial cell viability of

GAAP fibroblasts and GAAP fibroblast subpopulation cultures, with the

cell numbers being much lower than in the control or 0.5 mM groups at

the 12 hour time point (Fig. 6).

Cell Proliferation Challenged by P. Gingivalis Conditioned Media

The PG conditioned medium appeared to affect all cell lines similarly,

21



causing a dose responsive decrease in cell proliferation at 48 hours. None

of the 3 cell lines appeared to be more susceptible to the effects of the PG

conditioned medium in this experiment (Fig. 7-9).

Cell Proliferation Challenged by H.S

"Healthy" and "GAAP" fibroblasts grew at a similar rate over 48 hours in

the absence of H.S (Fig.10). In the presence of H.S, the "healthy" cells

appeared to proliferate similar to the cells grown in the control

environment (Fig. 10-11). GAAP fibroblasts exhibited a significant

decrease in cell proliferation as compared to 'healthy" fibroblasts in the

presence of H2S (Fig. 11). The GAAP fibroblast subpopulations

proliferated at a slower rate as compared to the other two groups, in both

conventional and H2S incubators over the 48 hour time period. These

results suggest that 'healthy" fibroblasts were more resistant to the effects

of H2S, while GAAP fibroblasts and GAAP fibroblast subpopulations,

with deficient PADPRS activity, were less resilient to the effects of H.S

compared to the healthy cells (Fig. 10-11).
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Discussion

Results of this study demonstrate that it was possible to isolate

subpopulations of GAAP with very low or undetectable levels of

PADPRS activity. In addition, it was possible to maintain these

subpopulations, through 12 passages (the number of passages maintained

in this study). The enzyme activity was found to be phenotypically stable

since subsequent generations of cells (measured up to 10 passages)

displayed levels of enzyme activity similar to cells of the earliest passage

(data not shown). This suggests that PADPRS may not be essential for

cell survival, provided cells do not experience injury. However, the

absence of PADPRS appears to affect the cell's ability to proliferate.

During the course of this study, it was observed that cultures of GAAP

fibroblast subpopulations took 2-3 times as long to grow to the same level

of confluence as the other cultures (Fig. 3). This slower cell growth may

be related to the very low level of PADPRS activity seen in these cells.

PADPRS has been reported to be important in upregulating DNA repair,

resulting in the cell's ability to return to normal cellular function more

quickly.
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Using a parallel procedure, subpopulations of fibroblasts from healthy

gingival tissue always contained a relatively similar range of appreciable

PADPRS activity suggesting that generation of PADPRS deficient cells

were associated with periodontitis, and not related to the serial dilution

and culturing technique. Previously, subpopulations were developed by

treating cells with DNA damaging compounds over a number of

generations in vitro (Chatterjee, 1989). The present study suggests that

subpopulations of PADPRS deficient fibroblasts may be created within the

pathologic condition of periodontitis. This new evidence provides an

explanation to previous observations that fibroblasts cultured from

ligature-induced periodontitis sites in monkeys and from diseased human

gingiva, were deficient with respect to the activity of PADPRS (Hussain,

1984; Hussain, 1994). Therefore, it is possible that the different levels of

PADPRS activity found in these fibroblast subpopulations may provide a

biochemical basis for the impaired healing in some cases of advanced

periodontitis (McCulloch and Bordin, 1991).

Recent studies have suggested the existence of subpopulations of

fibroblasts (McCulloch and Bordin, 1991). Human gingival fibroblasts in
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culture displayed inhibition of DNA synthesis and general protein

synthesis by prostaglandin E2 (PGE2), however, not all cells were equally

affected. Some PGE2-insensitive cells came to predominate after two

weeks exposure in vitro, yet they seemed to be no different

morphologically from human gingival fibroblasts in general (Ko, 1977).

Clones of gingival fibroblasts were isolated which had an affinity for a

subfraction of complement Cld, persisting over 12 subcultures. This

particular clone grew at a faster rate and produced a high proportion of

collagen (Bordin, 1984). Six clones of gingival fibroblasts, each with

their own rate of growth and unique percentage of collagen and

glycosaminoglycan production, were grown out from one biopsy specimen

of a healthy human interdental papilla (Hassell and Stanek, 1983).

Labeling indices after tritiated-thymidine injections into male Lister rats

suggested at least two progenitor connective tissue cell lines in the

gingival papilla (Pender, 1988). Periodontal fibroblasts of mice were

found to have differing propensities to phagocytize horseradish

peroxidase, depending upon their tissue location (Minkoff, 1983).

Fibroblasts grown from the granulation tissue of the inflamed

periodontium had notable morphologic and synthetic differences from
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cells grown from normal tissues (Larjarva, 1989). It has been suggested

by many investigators that a number of cell subtypes exist in gingival

fibroblast cultures, and the processes of inflammation and cell repair may

select for certain strains of cells, with altered metabolism, to the exclusion

of others.

PADPRS is an ubiquitous nuclear enzyme implicated in the regulation of

cellular growth, differentiation, transformation and DNA repair (Althaus

and Richter, 1987). Its activity is stimulated by DNA damage (Benjamin

and Gill, 1980; Ikejima, 1990) and the repair of broken strands is

regulated by the presence of poly(ADP-ribose) (PADPR) chains

synthesized by PADPRS (Shall, 1982; Ohashi, 1983). Normally, cells in

the resting stage contain a greater quantity of PADPRS than other DNA

metabolizing enzymes, but a fair proportion of it remains inactive

(Ludwig, 1988). When a DNA strand breaks, the inactive PADPRS

molecules are activated by interaction with the broken ends of DNA

(Benjamin and Gill, 1980; Ikejima, 1990). The resultant higher level of

PADPR synthesized is thought to induce a favorable conformational

change around the damaged sites in chromatin (De Murcia, 1988) to
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facilitate repair. In addition, PADPR activates DNA ligase II, which

rejoins the newly elongated strands (Shall, 1982; Ohashi, 1983; Creissen

and Shall, 1982). Thus, DNA strand breaks are repaired with a high

degree of efficiency. DNA breaks caused by exposure of mice to ozone

(Hussain, 1985a) and by intratracheal administration of bleomycin to

hamsters (Hussain, 1985b) greatly increased the activity of lung PADPRS,

consistent with numerous reports that the enzyme was highly sensitive to

DNA breaks and appeared to be upregulated by broken DNA strands. It

is likely, therefore, that a marked reduction in PADPRS contributed by the

enzyme deficient subtypes at periodontitis sites would lower the rate at

which DNA is repaired following inflammation-mediated breakage thus

resulting in a subnormal cell response and function. Significantly lower

activity of DNA ligase in gingiva from advanced periodontitis sites has

already been observed (Hussain, 1987). This provides strong support for

the idea that the ability of fibroblasts to repair DNA damage at

periodontitis sites may be compromised.

A further consequence of sluggish DNA repair is a possible accumulation

of single-strand DNA breaks over subsequent cell generations. Consistent
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with this notion, data in Table 5 and Figure 2 show that PADPRS

deficient fibroblasts has nearly three-fold greater number of single strand

DNA breaks compared to that in cells derived from healthy gingiva. This

is not surprising, since single Strand breaks are one of the most frequently

occurring events in DNA. Increases in the number of DNA single-strand

breaks, affected by the oxygen radical mediated steady-state, in

post-mitotic somatic cells, have been well documented in aging (Mullert,

1988; Richter, 1988), in ischemia (Warnick, 1984), and after treatment

with anti-tumor drugs (Dugue, 1985), near UV-radiation (Rosenstien,

1983), paraquat (bºw. 1986), and cigarette tar (Borish, 1985). Since

DNA polymerase I does not recognize such splits, cell replication remains

largely unaffected (Kaufmann, 1989; Sancar, 1994). Consequently,

primary DNA lesions undergo metabolic processing during the cell cycle

to generate secondary, tertiary, and even quaternary lesions that further

tax the DNA metabolic machinery and challenge DNA repair pathways

(Kaufmann and Paules, 1996). Furthermore, the presence of a sufficient

number of single-strand breaks in and around a gene would not only

affect its expression but also have long range effects on gene regulation

and chromatin packaging (Pederson, 1986; Safhill, 1985).
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A drastic decrease in PADPR synthetase has recently been reported in

subpopulations of U937 cell following persistent HIV-1 infection in vitro.

The authors suggested that low level of this enzyme in cells is important

for effective virus-host interaction (Tanaka, 1995). On the basis of these

arguments, one may propose that a severely limited expression of

PADPRS occurs in the periodontitis fibroblast subpopulations and may be

partly responsible for continued periodontal deterioration that occurs in

some patients with aggressive periodontitis.

Subpopulations with minimal or no detectable PADPR synthetase activity

grew 2 to 3 fold slower than healthy gingival fibroblasts. Cell

proliferation also appeared to be more adversely affected by H2O2 and

H2S, cytotoxic agents that gingival cells, under inflammatory conditions of

periodontitis, are likely to encounter. The GAAP subpopulation was

significantly less resistant when maintained in the presence of H2O2 and

the H.S environment. These observations imply that the PADPRS

deficient subtypes may lead to impaired cellular function in periodontitis.

It will be important to further establish this premise by completing the

analysis of DNA damage that occurred within the cells following exposure
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Clinical Implications

Involvement of fibroblast subtypes in the pathogenesis of periodontal

diseases has been discussed by a number of investigators (Hassell, 1976;

Hassell and Stanek, 1983; Ko, 1977; Narayanan and Page, 1983). These

authors suggested that pathologic alterations of oral connective tissues

may result from a clonal imbalance of resident fibroblast subtypes.

Relative proportions of various types and their functional activities in

tissues may be regulated by specific cellular interactions with bioactive

molecules present in the systemic circulation, as well as with cytokines

produced by fibroblasts themselves, neighboring epithelial cells, platelets

and infiltrating inflammatory cells. Once healing and tissue repair is

completed, composition of tissue fluids and the proportions of fibroblast

subtypes return to normal. Any aberration in these processes may lead to

pathological alterations. The findings in this report describe one example

of such an aberration and support, the concept that changing environmental

stimuli is intrinsic to an altered cell function (Cockey, 1989; Bronson,

1988) and further extends this concept that semi-permanent alterations in

cells may be an important factor in periodontitis. PADPR synthetase
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deficient subpopulations provide further evidence that fibroblast

heterogeneity exists. It is, therefore, tempting to propose that PADPR

synthetase activity could be used as a marker for periodontal diseases

involving inflammation mediated oxidative damage. The formation of

subpopulations of fibroblasts with negligible PADPRS activity may have a

wide ranging effect on the pathogenesis of periodontitis. As indicated in

Tables 1 & 2, the reduction of PADPR synthetase activity in human

gingiva was correlated with the severity of periodontitis as characterized

by clinical parameters (Ghani, 1996). One can safely assume that the

relative lack of PADPRS would be reflected in lower activity of DNA

ligase and a slower rate of DNA repair in these cells which result in the

accumulation of many single strand breaks during subsequent cell

generations as observed in the present study. The working hypothesis of

how inflammatory periodontitis may affect cellular DNA and ultimately

cell function and wound healing, described in this report, is outlined

schematically in Fig.12.

It is important to know why the subclones have lower or lack PADPRS

activity. This study does not delineate this. One may speculate that the
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expression of PADPR synthetase is impaired or that the enzyme itself is

structurally changed due to mutation. There is also evidence that

phosphorylation of PADPR synthetase inhibits its enzymatic activity

(Tanaka, 1987) and that insulin-like growth factor-1 increases

phosphorylation of fibroblast PADPR synthetase (Hussain, 1993). It is

possible that PADPRS is inactivated by becoming phosphorylated in the

presence of inflammation (Wirthlin, 1992).

Regardless of the precise biochemical mechanism for PADPRS inactivity,

we also need to know if the defect or the deficient subpopulation of cells

persists in tissues returned to health by hygienic measures. The

occurrence of 'downhill' or 'extreme downhill' cases, even with the best of

therapy and maintenance (Hirchfield and Wasserman, 1978; Goldman,

1986), may be due to refractory infection, but it may also be due to

problems of fibroblast metabolism and their inability to repair a damaged

dentogingival junction in the host. Hopefully answers to some of these

questions will elucidated further in future studies. Perhaps studies in the

dog model of ligature induced periodontitis, where it will be easier to

acquire gingival samples following active periodontal therapy, when the
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gingiva is returned to clinical health, can be performed to determine

whether normal PADPRS activity is regained following periodontal

treatment.
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Table
1

Poly(ADP-ribose)synthetaseactivityandgingivalindexmeasurements
in
healthyanddiseasedgingiva

PADPRPADPR

GingivalhealthassessmentSynthetaseGingivalhealthassessmentSynthetase

ActivityActivity(pmole/mgprolein)(pinole/mgprotein)

Sample#PllGlBTPDSample#PllG|BTPD HealthyDiseased 100-2259
13245
21.6

20O-22692f13724.0
3O0-1

3393O23629.0
4OO-23044O23735.0

5O0-1
4565O231040.5

600-■
5416O23665.4

7OO-■
7507122664.4

800-21678023775.0
9O0-21709123775.0 1000-2194102241283.0 11OO-220011122492.0 12OO-1

38512
■236
124.0

1332356.3 14323766.5 15024548.7 16123457.1

MeaniS.D.345+18757.4.134.1 PADPR
=

Poly(ADP-ribose).
Pll=
PlaqueIndex,GI=
GingivalIndex,BT=BleedingTendency,PD=Pocketdepth(mm)

SeeGhaniQP,ArmitageGC,andIIussainMZ.Biochemicalaltterations
in
In■ lammatoryPeriodontalDiseases
-

Poly(ADP-ribose)SynthetaseActivty
in
GingivaandGingivalFibroblastsFromHumansWithPeriodontitis.
InJ

PeriodontRes1996(articleaccepted■ or
publication).



Table 2. Correlations" between clinical assessments of periodontal
disease status and poly(ADP-ribose) synthetase levels

Clinical assessments Correlation with
poly(ADP-ribose) synthetase levels

Gingival Index -0.6080 (p < 0.01)

Bleeding tendency -0.7235 (p < 0.001)

Pocket depth -0.7050 (p < 0.001)

Plaque Index -0.3394 (NS)

• Spearman rank correlation coefficients ('s)
Calculation were made from data for poly(ADP-ribose) synthetase activity and clinical indices from
Table 1.

NS = not significant

See Ghani QP, Armitage GC, and Hussain MZ. Biochemical altterations in
Inflammatory Periodontal Diseases - Poly(ADP-ribose) Synthetase Activty in Gingiva
and Gingival Fibroblasts From Humans With Periodontitis. Int J Periodont Res 1996
(article accepted for publication).
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Table 3 - Measurement of poly(ADP-ribose) synthetase activity in 'parent

fibroblast cultures grown from healthy and GAAP gingival tissue,

expressed as DPM per pig total protein, indicating the incorporation of
*C-NAD .

“C-Incorporation onto DNA
(DMP/ug total protein x 10°)

Healthy Periodontitis
349.81 31.15
289.36 20.80
186.73 43.28
304.21 35.61
427.13 56.73

Avg. 3.11.45 + 87.96 37.51 + 13.43 *

* = p < 0.001
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Table 4 Poly(ADP-ribose) synthetase activities in healthy and
diseased gingival fibroblasts

Subpopulation Cultures (dpm/ug protein)

Advanced Adult
Healthy Periodontitis

A1 733.540 B1 19.076
A2 1340.120 B2 25.274
A3 627.680 B3 14.219
A4 483.480 B4 7.829
A5 492.390 B5 0.000
A6 296.980 B6 0.000
A7 305.670 B7 0.187
A8 777.130 B8 0.000
A9 473.170 B9 0.000
A10 500.590 B10 0.000
A11 410.540 B11 0.000
A12 279.150 B12 0.000
A13 362.970 B13 0.000
A14 446.670 B14 0.000
A15 546.500 B15 0.000
A16 275.680 B16 0.000
A17 309.140 B17 0.000
A18 193.520 B18 0.000
A19 380.500 B19 0.000
A20 265.135 B20 0.000
A21 221.030 B21 23.895
A22 140.050 "B22 0.000
A23 167.520 B23 7.522
A24 149.260 B24 0.000

Whole culture "A" 304.207 "B" 20.800
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Table 5 - Measurement of DNA strand breaks in fibroblast subpopulations

isolated from healthy and GAAP gingiva, expressed as DPM per pig DNA,

indicating the incorporation of "P-ATP into DNA.

*P-Incorporation into DNA
(DMP/pig DNA x 10")

DNA (ug) GAAP’ Healthy
0.15 9.31 + 1.3 3.14 + 0.4
0.30 8.46 + 2.0 5.92 + 0.6
0.50 23.63 + 2.4 7.13 + 0.7

"GAAP fibroblast subpopulations had no detectable PADPRS activity.
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_* for enzyme measurement

gingival tissue

P3
for enzyme measurement for continuing passaging P,

Figure 1 - Schematic of the technique used to isolate
subpopulations of gingival fibroblasts.
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Fig. 2- DNA strand breaks in fibroblast subpopulations
isolated from healthy and GAAP gingiva
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Fig. 3 - Four fibroblast cell lines grown over 6 days to determine
rates of cell proliferation.
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Fig. 4- Fibroblasts grown from healthy gingival tissue, treated
with 0.5 & 2 mMH.O, as compared to control
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Fig. 5- Fibroblasts grown from GAAP gingival tissue, treated with
0.5 & 2 mM.H.O, as compared to control.
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Fig. 6- Fibroblast Subpopulations isolated from a GAAP fibroblast
culture, treated with 0.5 & 2 mMH.O, as compared to control.
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Fig. 7- Fibroblasts grown from healthy gingival tissue, treated
with 1 & 10% PG as compared to control.
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Fig. 8- Fibroblasts grown from GAAP gingival tissue, treated with
1 & 10% PG as compared to control.
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Fig. 9- Fibroblast subpopulations isolated from an GAAP fibroblast
cultures treated with 1 & 10% PG as compared to control.
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Fig. 10- Three fibroblast cell lines grown in the absence of H2S.
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Fig. 11- Three fibroblast cell lines grown in a hydrogen sulfide
chamber, placed within a tissue culture incubator.
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